
Field Maintenance Schedule 

 

A. Daily (After Games or Practices) 

 

a. Rake and return the topdressing that has migrated into the grass areas 

surround the infield back into the infield using the leaf rakes located in the 

dugout storage sheds. Alternatively you can attempt to use a blower (if 

available) to accomplish this task. 

 

b. Repair low spot areas in the infield by: 

 

i. Using a broom located in the dugout storage sheds to brush back 

the topdressing from the damaged or low lying infield area and the 

surrounding area 

ii. Using a rake or knife, score the underlying DuraEdge 

iii. With a sprayer or watering can, moisten the DuraEdge 

iv. Add new DuraEdge dirt (the dirt mound is located behind the 

outfield shed) and tamp down until a flat and a complete repair is 

made 

v. Moisten the newly repaired area 

vi. Brush back the topdressing over the repaired area 

 

c. Using equipment found in the dugout storage sheds, rake or hand drag 

the outer 2 feet of the infield dirt. The Batter’s box area (and Pitching 

mound area on Field 1) should be brushed or matted and never nail 

dragged. 

 

d. At each base location rake the topdressing and DuraEdge back into place: 

 

i. Do NOT rake from the base or baseline towards the grass. 

ii. At 1B, you will typically rake from 2B back towards 1B as you are 

returning the topdressing that was pushed out towards 2B from 

runners leading off. 

iii. At 2B, you will typically rake from 2B back towards the 1B bag as 

you are returning the topdressing that was pushed towards the 2B 

bag from runners stealing. 

iv. At 3B, you will typically rake from 3B back towards 2B as you are 

returning the topdressing that was pushed out towards 2B from 

runners stealing AND you will typically rake from Home back 

towards 3B as you are returning the topdressing that was pushed 

out towards Home from runners leading off. 

 

e. Repair the batter’s box clay area (or pitching mound clay area on Field 1) 

by: 

 



i. Using a broom to brush back the topdressing from the damaged or 

low lying batter’s box (or pitching mound) area and the surrounding 

area 

ii. Using a rake or knife, score the underlying DuraPitch 

iii. With a sprayer or watering can, moisten the DuraPitch 

iv. Add new DuraPitch clay (located in bags in the dugout shed or 

outside of the outfield shed) and tamp down until a flat and a 

complete repair is made 

v. Moisten the newly repaired area 

vi. Brush back the topdressing over the repaired area 

 

f. Using the steel screen drag mats, drag the entire infield area WITH 

BASES REMOVED AND ALL HOLES PLUGGED WITH FOAM. The 

drag pattern should be varied each day. Try to avoid dragging from an 

inside out approach (pitcher’s mound to grass edge) as this is the normal 

migration of topdressing and following this pattern too often will cause lip 

issues, an uneven infield, and sparse topdressing locations. If you don’t 

know what was done previously, default to an outside in approach (ending 

the drag at the pitcher’s mound). Stop the screen dragging if the sections 

become clogged. Clear the clogs and continue dragging. When finished 

dragging, sift out the debris from the dirt mound at the point where the mat 

drag stopped. 

 

g. Cover the home plate area and catcher’s area with mats (and cover the 

pitching mound on field 1 with a tarp). 

 

h. Broom out each dugout to get any gravel, dirt, and topdressing that has 

accumulated on the floor. Remove any trash and bring any left behind 

items to the lost and found area of the concession stand. 

 

i. Prior to returning the tools to the dugout sheds, broom the storage shed 

floor and brush off the dirt and debris from the equipment used prior to 

returning to storage.  

 

B. Weekly (Sunday) 

 

a. DO NOT ATTEMPT ANY INFIELD MAINTENANCE IF YOU CREATE 

ANY FOOT IMPRESSIONS GREATER THAN ¼” WHEN WALKING ON 

INFIELD. WHEN IN DOUBT, WAIT FOR THE INFIELD TO DRY MORE. 

DO NOT ATTEMPT INFIELD DURAEDGE OR DURAPITCH 

MAINTENANCE IF THE FORECAST CALLS FOR RAIN THAT DAY AS 

THE REPAIR WILL NOT HAVE SUFFICIENT TIME TO CURE. 



 (Infield too wet to work on) 

 

 

b. Nail drag the infields (do NOT nail drag the batter’s box (or pitching mound 

area on Field 1)  

i. Nail drag depth should be approximately 1/8 inch to ¼” into the 

DuraEdge (approximately the width of a pencil). DO NOT NAIL 

DRAG LOWER. ENSURE BASES ARE REMOVED AND ALL 

HOLES PLUGGED WITH FOAM. The nail drag should penetrate 

the top dressing and scratch the DuraEdge. Set your depth and 

move the nail drag unit forward 6 feet. Stop and check the depth of 

cut. Adjust as needed. Move forward again 6 feet and stop and 

check the depth of cut. Once the depth of cut looks good, continue 

to nail drag the entire infield.  

 

c. Wait 30 minutes or longer until the infield dries. Follow up the nail drag 

with using the large steel screen mat drag. 

 

d. Rake the entire grass infield edge in order to bring the topdressing back 

onto the infield. Rake from the grass to the dirt. 

 

e. Clean the dugout and dugout shed areas ensuring no dirt and debris are 

left. 

 

f. Power wash the Mules, drag mats, nail drag unit, and any other equipment 

that has caked on dirt and debris. Use the power washer (on a less 

aggressive setting) to clear off stuck on dirt from the dugout floors and 

walls, and any of the concrete walkways. 

 

C. Monthly 

 

a. Edge the grass infields to ensure they are clean and there are no lips 

forming. 

 

D. Season Open and Season Close  

 

a. Season Open 



 

i. About 2 weeks before the first scheduled activity (and assuming 

the weather is appropriate and field conditions are suitable) 

clear all weeds from the dirt.  

 (Infield too wet to work on) 

 

ii. Clean up the edges and baselines. Repair any low spots in the 

field, batter’s box, or pitching mound areas. 

 

iii. Nail drag the infield. 

 

iv. Then using a 1 to 2 ton vibratory roller, roll the infield and any 

surrounding grass areas that have ruts or imperfections. Use less 

vibration for higher moisture conditions and more vibration for lower 

moisture conditions. Turn vibration off prior to stopping and turn 

vibration on after you begin moving. Do NOT leave the vibration on 

while standing still. Do NOT roll if deep imprints are being made by 

the roller.  

 

 (Infield ready to be 

rolled) 

 

v. Follow up with another nail drag process. 

 

vi. Add topdressing/conditioner as needed. 

 

vii. Finally, screen drag the infield. 

 

b. Season Close 

 



i. At some points throughout the season calcined clay and expanded 

shale may be added. For the fall, the goal is to return to a 50/50 

ratio of clay/shale. Therefore records should be kept of how much 

shale and clay are added throughout the year. ProSlide (shale) is 

better for the summer months as it sheds water and holds and 

keeps moisture in the DuraEdge dirt. FairBall (calcined clay) is 

better in the spring and fall months as it absorbs and retains 

moisture in its composition, allowing the DuraEdge dirt to dry out 

and become playable.  

 

ii. Brush infield mix away from grass edges 

 

iii. Complete any fixes to holes or low lying areas. 

 

iv. Clean up edges of all grass areas. 

 

v.  Roll the infield. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


